By Kadie Yale

Navigating the World
of Wallcoverings

I
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t won’t come as a surprise to many that wallcoverings have
advanced far past grandma’s floral wallpaper; however, determining which product is right for the project at hand and how to
get started can still feel challenging. To introduce designers to
what wallcoverings can accomplish, the Wallcovering Association has
released a free Sample Book. This slim resource showcases every
major type of wallcovering, from vinyl to dry erase and glass beads,
without taking up precious desk or library space.
1. Types I, II, and III Vinyl: In the same way that a designer wouldn’t
put a residential velvet on a high-traffic hospital settee, not all vinyl
wallcoverings are made for all spaces. To make it easier for designers
to understand whether a product will withstand everyday wear and
tear, vinyl is categorized as either Type I, II, or III.
The differences in the three break down by their durability. It
is particularly important for designers to research the category
that best fits the interior. Less-trafficked areas such as a statement wall behind the headboard in a hotel room can easily use
a Type I wallcovering, which tends to be gentler with the use of
vinyl interwoven with softer materials. However, busy hallways in
restaurants or hospitals where carts could easily slam into walls
would be best served by a Type II or III, which can withstand that
type of usage.

Both York’s Lotus and MDC’s Palma have unique stories of how natural products can be incorporated in
chic ways. Gina Shaw of York Wallcoverings explained that while natural materials have long been used in the industry,
technologies have allowed manufacturers to create new patterns and texture through weave and new dyeing processes
that give natural products a fresh look. Palma is created to look like distressed barn wood, but uses Southeast Asian
water hyacinth. The fast-growing water hyacinth can be highly problematic, so its use is not only rapidly re-growing, but
helps the regions it inhabits.

5. Natural Products: While natural materials have long been
used in the wallcovering industry, manufacturers have continued to
make advancements in how the product can be used, durability,
cleanability, and how natural materials can perform in a space. Gina
Shaw, VP of product development at York Wallcoverings, explained
that adding a bit of the great outdoors—from woven grass cloth to
crushed shell and thin wood veneers—can easily be used as a focal
point in a room. “From an aesthetic standpoint,” she said, “it gives
the room an extra dimension and tactile hand.” However, with the
potentially delicate nature of these wallcoverings, it’s important to
discuss the use with the product representative if it will be applied in
spaces where it’s likely to be scratched or bumped.
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2. Glass Fiber Wallcovering: Stacey Tarkington, VP of marketing at
TRI-KES, said that while designers may remember using glass
fiber wallcoverings in the past, those products typically feature a
paintable surface. Today’s glass fiber, however, can be coated with
ready-made designs.
Glass fiber is lightweight and meets or exceeds Type II standards for
scrubability, washability, and tear and tensile strength.

For more information about advancements in wallcovering
technology and how these offerings can be used, visit
wallcoverings.org/samplebooks or call 312-321-5166 for
a free Sample Book. Supplies are limited.

The Finest Commercial
Interior Finishes since 1972
Custom Digital Fabrics & Wallcovering
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In October, Source One released two new printed glass fiber wallcoverings called Coupe
and Flute. The simple, yet luxurious, designs are as durable as Type III vinyl, and do more than
their part to create a healthier environment; using proprietary technology, the 100-percent
coated glass fiber is able to absorb and permanently hold formaldehyde from the air.
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3. Textile Acoustical: There’s no denying acoustical products are
everywhere. As walls come down in offices and public spaces, and
surfaces become harder, designers are looking for new ways to
dampen sound. Acoustical surfacing allows designers to achieve
a less-noisy space without compromising their visions as textile
wallcoverings can vary from monochromatic schemes that don’t give
off a woven look to thick, architectural “wall carpet.”
4. Digital Printing: The most exciting development in wallcoverings for
those looking to personalize their projects comes in the form of digital
printing. Whether a small, graphic repeat or large-scale photography,
high-resolution digital printing allows for designs as broad as one’s
imagination in creating one-of-a-kind wallcoverings. Additionally, digital
printing facilitates new aesthetics and graphics in a brand’s collections,
allowing for more experimentation than traditional methods of wallcovering
production could afford.
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By Kadie Yale

Making Broad Steps
Toward Sustainability
Often left out of the discussion
of sustainability, a new LEED
v4 Pilot Program introduces
designers to the ways in which
wallcoverings can be used in
LEED-certified projects.

I

t used to be that “recyclability” was the go-to
sustainability buzzword. While the terms “pre-consumer” and “post-consumer” may cause a bit of
confusion, interior design clients have understood
the meaning and impact of choosing products made from
recycled materials. If someone could choose between
two products—one made from recycled materials and one
from virgin—with no noticeable differences in aesthetic,
durability, or cost, it was easy to persuade clients to
select the more eco-friendly option. It was a strong first
step in the right direction.
Since LEED launched, technology has advanced
leaps and bounds. This is not limited to what manufacturers
are capable of creating in an environmentally conscious
manner, but also the cost and aesthetic of those products
have been raised to a new level. As such, the industry is
making a pivot toward understanding the life cycles of the
products it makes and uses. While recycled content has
become the norm, it doesn’t paint a full picture of the ways
in which products impact the environment. Instead, the
design industry is looking through a holistic lens by taking
into consideration outside impact in the local community
and world, as well as finding new ways in which natural
resources can be utilized in a more productive and less
corrosive manner.
For the wallcovering industry, strides have been made
in providing designers with a LEED v4 Pilot Program.
Approved by the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC), the
NSF/ANSI 342 Sustainability Standard for Wallcoverings are
eligible for credits under LEED v4 with Certified Multi-attribute
Products and Materials.
“Wallcovering has never been listed in LEED,” stated
Beth Rich, 2017 Wallcoverings Association president and
marketing director for LSI Wallcovering. “We have fallen under
coatings, to some extent. There was always a point for using
low-VOC adhesives, but wallcovering itself was never listed
in any LEED versions.”
➤ continued on page 52
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Nine hundred
products, including
Wolf-Gordon’s London
Chic collection, have been
certified by NSF 342,
making them eligible for a
LEED v4 Pilot Credit.
above

right York Wallcoverings
has committed to making
a positive environmental
impact. This view
toward the future of the
industry intertwined with
sustainability has led
the company to have its
products certified under
NSF 342.
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➤ continued from page 50

Jeff Rezin, president of Rezin Inc., an environmental and safety consulting
firm that has worked with the Wallcoverings Association for 12 years, explained,
“It’s interesting that, as a voluntary effort, people are willing to go far beyond
what would be able to be done under a regulatory requirement. They know the
industry really well, they know what they’re capable of doing, and they know
what types of changes they can make to their system. They’re the ones making
the decisions on what they are going to try to do to improve their products.
The NSF/ANSI 342 standard gave them the opportunity to identify the specific
areas where environmental impacts have the potential for occurring.”

w h at k e y a r e a s fa l l u n d e r t h e
s u s ta i n a b i l i t y s ta n d a r d ?
NSF International managed the process of working with the wallcoverings
industry and public health representatives to create the wallcoverings
sustainability standard. NSF International is a third-party organization that tests
and certifies products for their efforts toward public health standards, as well
as protecting the world’s food, water, consumer products, and environment.
NSF certified the standard using procedures established by the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI), a third-party certification organization
with a mission to enhance U.S. businesses abroad and local quality of life
through voluntary consensus standards and conformity assessment systems.
The NSF 342 Sustainability Standard for vinyl wallcoverings focuses on
six key points:
w Product Design
w Product Manufacturing
w Long-Term Value

w End-of-Life Management
w Corporate Governance
w Innovation

Three of these points—manufacturing, long-term value, and end-of-life
management—fall under what is considered a “life cycle assessment.”
Life cycle assessment is the scientific identification of each individual step
in a material’s manufacturing, use, and after-use, from how much water
and energy is used to produce the product through how the client and
manufacturer handle the product once its use is over. Using this approach,
designers are able to make better decisions regarding how to specify products
that limit their environmental impacts.

l o o k i n g at t h e l i f e c y c l e
At first glance, the introduction of the wallcovering Pilot Program may have
some puzzled, particularly where vinyl is concerned. “There are some people
who steer clear of vinyl products and use paint because they consider paint a
greener product than vinyl wallcovering,” Rich explained. “But if you look at the
life cycle and the longevity, as well as the durability of the product, we believe
[vinyl is] more sustainable. So it’s been about educating the designer who is
working on LEED, and explaining that vinyl really does fit into a LEED project.”

It’s interesting that, as a voluntary effort, people are
willing to go far beyond what would be able to
be done under a regulatory requirement. They
know the industry really well, they know what they’re
capable of doing, and they know what types of changes
they can make to their system.
—Jeff Rezin, President, Rezin Inc.
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Rivets by Jonathan Mark Designs and
manufactured by Fidelity Wallcovering
combines an industrial look with
romantic monochromatic colorways.
Fidelity has been committed to
producing environmentally friendly
products for more than 20 years.

moving toward the future
t h r o u g h t r a n s pa r e n c y
It should be noted that participation in the NSF 342 standard is voluntary
for manufacturers. Although transparency has been problematic in the past
to keep proprietary information under wraps, the wallcovering industry is
embracing the disclosure of its processes as a means of helping designers
make more educated decisions. One form of transparency is the oftmentioned environmental product declaration (EPD). An EPD is used by a
manufacturer “to show that they understand the life cycle information about
the product, and how the product works in the environment from extraction
through the use of the product through the end of life,” Rezin noted. “It tries
to communicate that information to provide greater transparency for building
products. That’s the focus of the pilot credit.”
A wider range of transparency also gives manufacturers the drive and
tools to push the envelope in what they are willing and able to do. “We
were finding that fear of communicating this type of information can be a
hurdle to go through because everything was so private and secretive before
about how materials were manufactured,” Rezin added. “Now companies
are becoming more willing to communicate exactly how they’re doing it so
that [designers and clients] understand.” This greater transparency not only
allows wallcovering companies to see what their competitors are doing,
but, more importantly, allows themselves and their clients to measure their
individual impact and growth. By being mindful of the growth of both their
own products and what their competitors are doing, manufacturers are
able to make continual improvements to their existing offerings.
h o w d e s i g n e r s c a n g e t i n v o lv e d
While the Wallcoverings Association is hopeful for the inclusion of vinyl in
LEED, it can’t move forward without the help of designers willing to use the
Pilot Program and report back. Designers interested in incorporating the
pilot into their next project should visit usgbc.org/pilot-credit-registration;
www.usgbc.org/pilot-credit-registration.
interiorsandsources.com

By Kadie Yale

Alley Cat

VERSA WALLCOVERING
versawallcovering.com
Versa Wallcovering’s Alley Cat collection allows
designers to go as wild as they want. Available
in a range of colors from tone-on-tone neutrals
to vibrant fuchsia awash with silver, the irregular
brush-stroke design adds a weathered touch for
a handmade aesthetic.

Eco-FriendlyElegance
No need to neglect aesthetics for sustainability:
Many of the industry’s top designs are already certified to NSF
342 and earn a LEED v4 Pilot Credit.

Luca

Tiffany

Pick Up Sticks

YORK WALLCOVERINGS

LEN-TEX WALLCOVERINGS

www.sourceonewallcovering.com

fidelitywall.com

yorkwall.com

lentexwallcoverings.com

Source One Exclusive’s Luca is a
large-scale damask with a twist.
Printed to replicate the aesthetic
of watercolor, the pattern appears
as negative space surrounded by
an artistic wash of
saturated hues,
creating a
depth to the
design.

Part of the Jonathan Mark collection
manufactured by Fidelity Industries,
Inc., Tiffany is inspired by stained
glass. Available in twelve colors
from neutrals to vibrant accents,
the design is
printed on
a delicate
Dupione
silk pattern.

Printed on a ground of woven linen,
York Wallcoverings’ Pick Up Sticks
collection adds a luxurious element
through textures. The opulent
patterning resembling the form of
natural crystals set against a range
of thirteen hues and finished with
a simple glimmer gives walls an
eye-catching detail without
dominating the space’s design.

Taking inspiration from geodes
and marble, Harmony by Len-Tex
Wallcoverings features dramatic vertical veins that bring movement to the
space. Certified to NSF 342 and SCS
Indoor Advantage
Gold, it is as
safe for interiors as it is
stunning.

SOURCE ONE

FIDELITY INDUSTRIES, INC.

Harmony

➤ continued on page 56
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Panache

Zirconium

London Chic

vyconwallcovering.com

roysons.com

wolfgordon.com

Adding a fresh pop of color into classic settings has never been easier with Vycon’s
Panache. The classic linen texture creates a
calming ground on which a variety of midcentury shades are applied in monochromatic
schemes. Panache has low VOCs and is made
of recycled content.

Designed and manufactured by Roysons
Studio and distributed by MDC, Zirconium
replicates natural mica while performing as
a durable Type II vinyl. Available in fifteen
colors, Zirconium’s textured surface gives
off the hint of glint and glimmer for an
eye-catching display.

Wolf-Gordon’s new Type II wallcovering is as
durable as it is vogue. Taking inspiration from
its namesake city, London Chic mixes timeless
regality with cultural diversity. The Haggerston
pattern (pictured) sparkles with a metallic accent
across a weathered appearance as if rained upon.
The line is available in six colorways.

VYCON

ROYSONS STUDIO

WOLF-GORDON

Urban Luster
KOROSEAL
koroseal.com
Designed by Alpha Workshops—a non-profit
design studio that provides decorative arts
training to youths and adults with disabilities—
Koroseal’s Urban Luster collection is a
distressed linen interwoven with metallic
accents. Available in 11 colors, Urban Luster
combines subtle elegance and industrial chic.
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Sustainable. Beautiful. Durable.
Where Style meets Innovation

Creating
SPACE with
Wallcoverings

T

interiors+sources: Why do you use wallcoverings in your
designs?
Taniya Nayak: There’s a misconception that wallcoverings
are grandma’s old wallpaper, but the reality is that the range
of design, looks, and patterns are unbelievable in terms of the
options available. But to go a step beyond there, there are
companies like MDC where you can customize your own. If you
want, you can take a photo from your iPhone and blow it up
and put it right there on the wall. It’s great to be able to design
your own unique wall.
i+s: Where do you usually use wallcoverings?
TN: I find wallcoverings can be used in all kinds of spaces—like
a ceiling and behind a bookcase, or even in a bathroom. People
can be nervous about using wallcovering in a bathroom because
of the moisture, but you don’t need to worry about it with vinyl.
You can use wallcoverings just about anywhere.

Follow us on:

www.lentexwallcoverings.com

Circle 150 on the reader service card or visit interiorsandsources.com/freeinfo

i+s: When people find out you’ve used wallcoverings, what
is the usual reaction?
TN: People are surprised. And oftentimes, they wish they could
do it in their own houses, but they don’t have the guts to. I say,
“Do it.”
One thing I want to mention about wallcovering that’s a big
game changer and why people shouldn’t be afraid of it: vinyl
wallcoverings are made with fabric backing. Unlike old wallpaper,
they’re backed in a way that’s easy to remove. The wallcovering will stay up secure, but when you’re ready to take it down,
you can just peel it off. I think that’s one of the biggest reasons
people are afraid of putting wallcoverings up, but they don’t have
to worry with vinyl.
The great thing is that there are so many cool looks; it pretty
interiorsandsources.com

much designs for you. You can use simple staple pieces of furniture: neutral
couch, a neutral rug, and a cool wallcovering, and it designs the room for you.
i+s: Where do you find wallcoverings have the biggest impact?
TN: I design a lot of restaurants, and in restaurants there is a lot of wall space.
I find that wallcoverings make a very unique statement and give an identity to a
space. I’m always such a believer that if you can do it in a restaurant, you can
absolutely do it in your home.
i+s: Do you think designers should use wallcoverings all over or as an
accent wall?
TN: For people who are afraid, I say put it in one great spot as an accent, and
if it has a pattern, use one of the more subtle colors from the design for the rest
of the space.
I think wallcoverings are awesome also in small spaces. Walking into a small
bathroom and seeing a big bold wallcovering, I think, looks great.
But my favorite accent wall is the ceiling.
Nayak suggests using wallcoverings in
unexpected places. For a project with Ruth’s
Chris Steakhouse in Tulsa, Okla., MDC's Zintra
Acoustic was used in the ceiling inlay.
above

+ below Wallcoverings provide options
in place of expensive, delicate, or impractical
materials. Nayak used MDC’s Gilded Masonry
in Steel for the Yellow Door Taqueria (right) and
Astek’s Bump-Sand to look like natural materials
in a Newton, Mass., residential bathroom.
right
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aniya Nayak, principal
at Taniya Nayak Design
LLC, who is also a
designer and television
host on Food Network, HGTV, and
ABC, is used to turning heads with
her designs on a national level. Fans
of her work may not be surprised
to hear that she embraces wallcoverings to achieve the look she’s
going for, whether designing a
modern home or a chic restaurant.
i+s spoke with Nayak to better understand why she loves the product.
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